What do the respective target groups do, think and feel?

TARGET GROUP: DEPARTMENTAL SUPPORT

Economist,
Crille, 52

Comes cycling to
work and charges his
e-bike in a bicycle
garage

Comes out into the fresh
air, makes his way through
the park and greets
colleagues, young and old
along the way.

Charges the
Picks an
Checking the
bike with
apple and
bike - does
electricity
he need to fix
fills the water
from wind
anything?
bottle
turbines

He chooses a vacant
workspace where he
needs to work
individually and
prepare for a meeting

When he enters, he sees
on a big screen what is
happening both on
campus and the entire
SLU (Airport sign)

Leaves the
dog at the
dog daycare
run by the
incubator

Checks in with
colleagues so they
know he is in place.
He chooses based
on color whether he
needs to work
undisturbed or not

He is trying
to work from
a new place
on campus

He takes a morning coffee
in the winter garden with
outside area. A round room
that is a gathering place for
the entire department

On the screen, he
reads a news item
he will partake in
during the day. eg
a lunch seminar

Takes a good
little piece of
cheese for the
resurrected
Alnarps dairy

Goes to the coffee
stations in the
winter garden. No
plastic capped or
powdered milk!
Everything is local

Logs in,
plans his
day

He goes and picks up his
dog to take a nice walk in
the fresh air where he
meets colleagues who he
cheers on

He has a telephone
meeting which he takes in a
smaller soundproof room
where there is a screen. No
headphones required

Works in his outdoor
office all afternoon and
is available for
colleagues and
questions

Have lunch where he
can choose
ingredients that are
produced on campus

Talk about what they
saw on screen. The
world around us, new
tools to make it
easier for
researchers and
teachers

Eat with
colleagues

Enjoying the
surroundings

He takes a coffee
break at Oscar's café
and buys some herbs

Works in a
common
planning
tool

He picks up the dog
before checking into
a dog-friendly room
on campus

So flexible to
be able to
plan and
easy to
collaborate
Impressed by
his
workplace
and research!

Thinking
about
today's
tasks

Woudl
encourage
his children
to study here

Comes to mind
that he should
book an
appointment with 2
colleagues as he
does via the
screen

Satisfied that
the dog is
stimulated and
to contribute to
the research

What
comfortable
chairs and
tables. Good for
ergonomics

Gets craving
for coffee

Realises that he
should turn off the
electricity when he
rides home. Need
to burn off the
cheese

What fun
that they
reopened!

He has done a
lot and got
good work
places both
inside and out

Can we
support?
What can we
help with?

Nice that it is so
ergonomic and
that everyone
behaves so well

Releases the
dog so he can
run free. Meets
other dogowning
colleagues

Click on tags to
get information
about the
background of
the plants

During the
walk look at
the landscape
lab and the sea

Brings the
colleagues who
are available to
the Oscars café

Dinner at the hotel
with some cider and
an evening walk with
the dog

What fun
colleagues I
have!

Planning for
the weekend
and
recovering

Glad the wifi
works so
well!

Fun to meet
so many and
build
networks

He knows he
needs to
have some
gaps in his
calendar

Recharged
for a new
day

Gratitude to
combine
work, private
life in a
healthy way

Grateful and
happy to
bring the
dog

Comfortable
and everything
goes easily
and smoothly

Calm over
the day to
come

Feeling
refreshed in
the body

Should he
go on a
European
exchange?

Relaxed

Relaxed and
happy after a
wonderful
day

Happy

Dreaming
and feeling
exciting!

TARGET GROUP: VISITOR

Heinz, politician and
Helga, nuclear
physicist from
Aachen. Visiting with
the family and wants
to inspire the
children to be green

AUG 2026 Takes the
train and gets off at
Alnarp station for a
break on the way north

Searching
for the
campus
core

Easy to find
your way

Curiosity

Experience a quiet
green environment
with birds chirping, a
contrast to the rest of
the trip

Eat at the famous
cafe, heard in the
foodies group on
Clubhouse

Seeing Max
Planck,
researchers
ask what it is

Walking
towards the
café

Wow!
Green,
lovely oasis!

Helga encounters
researchers, happens
to talk, is invited to see
the mosquitoes / Max
Planck

We can cycle
down to the
sea later with
a coffee
basket

Nice they
have the right
thinking with
respect to
food

Relief - food
we can eat

Anticipation

The children go on a
guided tour with students,
adapted to their experience
- outdoor pedagogy,
permaculture

Heinz takes an
enthusiastic walk:
sees tomorrow's
accommodation

Accompanies
the researcher
and looks in
from the outside

Sees a Zlatan's
wedding that
brings everyone
together

Everything
happens
here! Even
the
unexpected

At my university,
everyone
rushes by, here
they are open

Impressed

Surprised

Herman happens to
snatch a horseradish
from the students'
own allotments

Student party goes out and
helps when
the dog is
injured

Veterinary
student from
Ultuna fixes
the dog
online

A happy
student gives
the child the
carrot instead

Here we
want to be

"Dirty
children are
happy
children"

We can buy
new ecoclothes in the
store here

Aha! See
how it is
connected

Desire, joy,
learning

Joy and
hope

Stops to see the
slideshow of historic
sites projected on the
wall in the evening

Decides to stay
all day and
evening, wants
to experience
more!

Even
children are
welcome
here!

Welcoming,
open

Goes into the store
with green
sustainable goods,
locally grown

Looking at Robotfarming, the test bed,
with virtual
technology

Our children
should
study here

Imagine if we were
to work here - then
we would get our
thoughts on green
life together

Charmed by
the place

Here we can
live and
work, get it
together

miss the
train takes
self-driving /
stays!

sign up for
one of the
homes in
Alnarp

Posting photos
on FB, sending
text messages
to researcher's
friend

Buys the
food for the
summer
cottage here

Brings tips and
knowledge
about the raw
materials'
quality, storage,
use

Sees the
connection
between
biology, nature
and technology

This is food for
us, we know
where it comes
from and feel
good about it

Oh here you
can brew
your own
beer!

Another life
is going on
here, can we
have it?

Here we get
the quality of
life together

Surprised

Inspired by the
master chef
recording with
a veg theme

Here we
have found
the right
one

New start!

Seeing
people
grilling and
eating
together

Decides to
live here,
skip Aachen
and
Östersund

TARGET GROUP: LECTURER

Lecturer in
design
theory, Kim
aged 50

Takes the train from
her home in Malmö,
gets off at the
platform in Alnarp

see
colleagues
having a
coffee at the
coffee shop

observes all
activities that
have grown up
around the
station area

Oh! Do you
have time
for coffee,
lucky you!

Damn! I
should send
off my article
to a colleage

I go and visit
them

here it's
fresh

Joy

A warm, beautiful afternoon
training outdoors. Drawn
images, projected in the
physical environment with
the support of technology
(AR)

Kim observes the
departments that have
established themselves
around the train
platform

well-being

Join their
colleagues

Handles the
technology
correctly and
confidently

How good it
feels when
the
technology
works

Provides good
comments
based on how
the design
works in the
environment

How good I
am at this

keen,
energetic

The digital lab allows us to see
different environments and designs
"on site". The Garden Lab and the
Landscape Lab have been given
training facilities nearby that enable
quick adaptations based on the
weather.

Has activated
the students
practically

ah! I can use
this in the
examination!

Pride

inspiration

Kim leads a course together
with a colleague on another
campus and books a studio
that is created for distance
learning

mixes theory
and practice
with short
adjustment
times

How nice
that I have
saved time!

communicates
and interacts

What a
great lesson
it was!

Kim is going on to Lund after work
and takes one of the loan bikes to
Burlövs station. The next time it
rains, she takes a ride with her
colleague's electric car that has
been charged during the day with
green electricity.

Kim is planning a lesson that
will involve students who are
both on site and participating
digitally. Some students
participate from their
universities in other countries.

Kim is amazed that the
classrooms look very
different now than
before, with many
cameras and screens
that facilitate
participation at a
distance

activate
students

how hard can it
be if the
technology
does not work,
what do I do
now?

now we take
a break and
rest a bit with
the students

tired

worry

feel scents
and hear
relaxing
sounds

uses the
bike app to
access the
bike

how nice it
was to cycle
and that I do
not have to
park

this is how i
do it to make
it work in
digital format

Kim is hungry and has
forgotten her lunch box, but it
does not matter because there
are many good options that
serve lunch on campus near
the train station.

should I visit
the outdoor
gym?

checks the
email on the
mobile

I really
needed this
break

Right now, however, Kim
wants peace and takes
the food to one of the
secluded places on
campus where she can
easily find a cozy place
to be at peace for a
while.

my head is
empty

It would not
be stupid to
have a car
pool either

confident

joy

TARGET GROUP: STUDENT

Nils aged
23,
Horticulture
student

Get off the train or
self-driving green car.
Square-like
environment

Get off the
train at the
greenembedded
train stop

Lecture in a creative
outdoor environment
- wifi pavilion

Morning coffee on
the way to a lecture

Goes to the
sustainable
coffee shop
at the train
stop

Lunch outdoors:
picnic basket from
the sustainable
restaurant

Walks past the
new building
on the way to
the lecture
venue

Checking in
- connecting

Passes the
tomato
plantations on
the way to the
lecture

Physical activity - eg
running or padel

Changes
clothes and
takes a run
and a lap at
the gym

Picks up his
basket and goes
out into the park
or suitable
"reconnaissance
place"

What a
fantastic
green place
we have

They really
have a feeling
for what we
students want.

In five years, I
can also
myself be on
the inside

What a
fantastic
study
environment

How easy it
is to meet
people "everyone is
here"

Serene

Proud

Anticipation

Privileged

Well-being

Course with
international
participation in a
futuristic / virtual
environment

Evening activity - pub
hangout on campus

Goes into a
super
modern
interactivity
room

Picking up
packages
on the way

Convenient
to sort on the
way - that
way I save
time

Effective

So nice that
everything is
near at hand.

It almost
feels like we
meet
physically

Satisfied

Participation

Goes to the
well stocked
pub

TARGET GROUP: RESEARCHER

Kim, 38, from
South Africa,
postdoctor in
urban
cultivation

Takes the train to
Alnarp (from
Kävlinge), works on
the train

Picks up a sandwich
and an eco-coffee in
the café and follows
the signs pointing
towards xx.

A lot of people who get
off the train, step right
into a test field trial that
clearly belongs to SLU

a lot to watch,
there are
activities
going on
everywhere

it blooms in the
park, constantly
new flowers
taking turns,
scents and birds
chirping

Stops and
looks at a
screen that
describes a
new finding

inspiration

The entrance is common
to several different
institutions where Kim has
time to meet a student
and a colleague

supervises the
doctoral student
(listens, asks, tries
to give hope and
tones down the
anxiety that it will
go wrong

reading
scripts,
pausing to
look out over
the park,

so good that we
are mixed, when
it's relevant,
researcher
students, visitors
etc

Look, there is
x from the
company y
that we work
with

everything Kim sees
leads to thoughts
and creativity, during
the walk from the
train, solutions
suddenly fall into
place,

Kim feels a little
worried about the
process and the
doctoral student
feels inadequate
but feels safe to
talk about it

joy and
relief

pride, that I
may be
here, what a
privilege

love, all
drawn to
Alnarp,

security to
name what
feels (anxiety
and
inadequacy)

visit the
integrated
environment of
library,
exhibition, café

Hmm, that
can be
linked to my
area

cohesion in
the shared
environments

Meeting with doctoral student, a little
tricky, we sit in the room that is a little
secluded, so that we get peace and
quiet and both feel safe. Adjustable
muted light, access to a digital headset
(VR) that helps us visualize our question
while we connect to the tutor (as an
avatar) in Pretoria

walking

the
environment
makes me
calm

looking at an
urban farm in
Pretoria with
the help of a
drone

Kim needs privacy (what is needed
then?) To read through a manuscript she
has received back from a journal. The
windows are smart so it does not get
too hot. Alternatively, an outdoor space
that works for computer work, (sun
protection). I need to be creative as I go
to the garden of the senses

check the plan for the
doctoral student's future
attempts, the doctoral
student is right to make
mistakes and needs help to
motivate themselves, when
they get stuck it is easy to
get a good cup of coffee
and gofika (robot service)

dejt i en berså
bakom slottet
(finns många
bersåer

coffee, celebrate, look out
through the large windows, we
easily re-arrange the furniture
several times, because it is
spring and warm we open up
the wall to the outside. Then
when we will connect and
need dark. We gather around
the big tablet

the drone
view cheers
up and gives
hope

wow what cool
technology this I
will show to my
colleagues in
Pretoria

I can also contact
Lomma municipality
and the technology
company in Malmö, and
apply for funding for
cooperation on
sustainable urban
cultivation

hope

Kim feels
this is my
place right
now

Institution meeting, meet
colleagues and get information
about things that are happening
right now, calls, calls for papers.
What's in this room? How does it
look?

we get to know
about the new
technology that has
been added and
everyone has access
via the smart
booking system

It's great
that the
room is so
flexible

good that we
have a holistic
perspective on
our
infrastructure,
together

feel rich with
access to such
technology,
sharing is caring

simplicity

TARGET GROUP: COLLABORATOR

Kurt, 55.
Hushållningssällskapet
(The Rural Economy and
Agricultural Societies)

Kurt arrives by train.
Welcomed by digital
screens on the
platform

Orients and
finds it
exciting

welcome, safe
and thinking that
everything
seems new and
forward facing

Comes to Alnarp to
participate in a steering
group meeting and is
present for the first time.

Early on site and
takes a round tour
through the park

Encounter staff from the
lunch restaurant who tell
about the seasonal
cultivation and the menu
with Alnarp-produced
ingredients. There is
also fish from own
cultivation

A glass pavilion
where he had coffee
with Ingrid who met
up with Kurt. He is
shown around the
Biotron with VR
technology.

It seems smart
and
knowledgeable.

Want to return
with the family
to spend more
time here and
want to show
off the place.

Surprised,
sees crops, is
curious about
what is
happening

Feels like in
the future

Coming to the
meeting place

Kurt also shows a
presentation from
his mobile that is
connected
seemlessly on a
large screen.

Here you can sit alone
or in a larger
department. If you want
to be undisturbed, the
glass can be controlled
to obscure the view
from outside

Goes towards lunch

The food is ready
and they can choose
to eat on site or grab
& go to sit in the
park. He encounters
several other familiar
faces and chats a bit.

No fuss with
technology or
passwords.
Easy access.

Meeting of the
steering group

These are fresh
rooms with many
meeting rooms.
The place
creates
inspiration.

A good
place for
inspiration.

Comfortable
and relaxed.

Kurt is
relieved

On the way to the
train, he stops at
Green Innovation
Park

Rent an
office room
for a month.

On the platform, Kurt
discovers that the train
was running according
to schedule, so he has
just missed the train.

Chooses to go back
for after work drinks
at a local pub with
Alnarp's IPA and
locally produced
chips (lentil chips
apparently)

On the site there is a
high vantage point such
as Camp Adventure in
Själland, where you can
get a good overview of
Alnarp and look over to
Denmark and Malmö.

There are also
orienteering maps
of Alnarp so that
you can see the
place and its various
parts with Magnolia
etc ..

